Dear Editor,

We read with interest the randomised clinical trial report by Hesse et al. concerning low-cost glass ionomer cement as ART sealant in permanent molars. In their Discussion, the authors state “… the choice of considering only fully retained sealants as successful is supported by the current theory that the complete clinical retention of sealant materials should be contemplated as the cutoff for clinical success.”

To our surprise the authors support this statement by reference to our published systematic review on the validity of sealant retention as surrogate for caries prevention. Our surprise is based on the fact that our systematic review actually provides empirical evidence to the exact contrary: it clearly shows that the retention rate of fissure sealants cannot be regarded as a valid surrogate for caries prevention.

Valid surrogate endpoints that are clinically meaningful require compliance with the Prentice criterion: (i) the surrogate needs to correlate with its true clinical endpoint and (ii) the surrogate/clinical endpoint correlation needs to be independent from the treatment type applied. This means that for sealant retention to be a valid surrogate for caries prevention the material retention-loss risk should be directly associated with the caries risk and that such association holds true regardless whether the sealant was placed e.g. with composite resin or glass-ionomer. Our findings show a direct association for resin (but with only a low adjusted $R^2 = 0.28$) but not for glass-ionomer sealants and that the ratio of retention-loss risk to the risk of caries on sealed tooth surfaces was not sealant material independent.

In addition, we established in another meta-epidemiological study, including 95 clinical trails, that the prediction of future caries on basis of retention-loss of resin-based sealants is no more accurate than mere random guesses (Statistical comparison of prediction accuracy of material retention loss versus random numbers: Wilcoxon test, $z = 0.56$; $p = 0.58$; Sign test, $z = 1.38$; $p = 0.58$).

For these reasons, complete retention of sealant materials, expressed as the retention rate, is thus (in terms of caries prevention as its true clinical endpoint) a meaningless outcome measure and its use should best be avoided, in order to prevent misleading conclusions as to the clinical efficacy of fissure sealant materials.

Complete retention of sealant materials should definitely not be contemplated as any cut-off for clinical success.
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